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Urbanization is the most challenging trend
in the Nordics. One of four inhabitants in
Finland lives around the Helsinki area.

As already observed, the ongoing urbanization in the Nordics is going to lead to a significant mismatch between demand and supply
as a consequence of the strong demographic
migration to the main metropolitan areas and
the significant contraction of small rural areas and tertiary conurbations. This mismatch
is going to affect undoubtedly the supply of
employees in labour markets and most importantly consumption and expenditure levels,
both crucial for economic growth. Investments in long-term assets, such as real estate, must therefore – today more than ever
– evaluate the (macro-) location of assets as
one of the key drivers for success in the longterm. Based on demographic estimations for
the coming 15 years, a simple choice of (sub-)
regions is possible when looking at the overall
population increase and the labour composition in the respective areas. A first look reveals that several regions in Denmark, Finland
and especially in Sweden show a strong population decline, but most remarkable a massive
decline in the labour force of more than 10
percent. Beyond the obvious negative consequences on real estate investments in these
regions, it is essential to understand that
this development leads to a strong economic
deterioration accompanied by strong aging.
In contrast, some of the Nordic regions will
experience a population growth of more than
10 percent within 15 years, accompanied by
a stable growth of the labour force of more
than 5 percent. One of the main factors affecting this development is the strong foreign
migration of mostly high-qualified workers as
a result of the active policies and mitigation
programs across the Nordics.
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POPULATION GROWTH IN
THE NORDIC COUNTRIES 2014 –2030
Beside the main metropolitan regions –
Helsinki, Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm
–, there exist secondary urban areas that
will provide a variety of dynamic investment
locations for almost all real estate sectors,
whenever a long-term strategy is in focus.
Real estate investments will benefit from
the strong influx of workers and their demand for housing, offices and retail. Further
investments in real estate in the Nordics
will result when looking at a second group

of cities that offer opportunities due to their
stable population growth but present a labour market contraction. In this centres,
the analysis of the main growth drivers is
essential as some of the traditional current
production sectors will be relocated and or
replaced. Therefore, investment strategies
should identify key economic drivers in order to benefit from cyclical and structural
movements. Finally, regions with a massive
decline in population and a contraction in

the labour base are suitable for investments
in real estate whenever the main drivers of
the asset are not linked to a great extent
to demographic changes, such as logistics
assets or to a certain extent healthcare assets. However, the ongoing risk here should
be clearly rewarded by a higher return.

Strong spatial polarisation of the population
will increase the demand for real estate
assets giving way to new investment
opportunities.

The ongoing demographic changes in Europe
and the Nordics are transforming now more
than ever the investment landscape in the real
estate industry. Key factors like aging, centrality, labour mobility and fertility are giving way
to a new urban structure, in which the main
metropolitan areas are the winners and will be
the main focus of investments in the decades to
come. Especially across the Nordics, the strong
spatial polarisation of the population is increasingly pointing to a considerable increase in the
demand for real estate assets across almost all
sectors giving way to new investment opportunities. Perhaps because of this, location choice
and future perspectives of the micro-location
play nowadays a more important role than traditionally. But also the ability of cities to provide
sufficient infrastructure for a sustainable and
most important long-term growth perspective
should be evaluated as not every city is aware
of the massive consequences of an ageing population and a fall in the labour supply. Overall,
the real estate markets in the Nordics offer a
variety of investment opportunities that benefit
from stable demand in the long-term if only the
investor looks at the right fundamentals.
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